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Monetizing IP for brands and AI



licensing is a $275B opportunity 

Every product 

needs a license



 take months to license IP 
 no traceability 

 need IP for dataset
 face legal risks   

 limited usage options 
 questionable value  

$50B+ opportunity 

Brands AI tools End consumers

IP licensing now is slow and expensive

https://www.licenseglobal.com/what-is-brand-licensing


AI tools need licenses for datasets and sales

$1.8T lawsuit
Study source: https://crfm.stanford.edu/fmti/fmti.pdf

But now

 no company scores in 
transparency of data licensin

 17 massive lawsuits in US alon

 EU AI Act: generative AI systems  
must disclose copyright sources



Article 30-4: “A work may be exploited, 
regardless of the method used, in the 
following cases and other cases where the 
purpose is not to enjoy the ideas or 
sentiments expressed in the work for 
oneself or to have others enjoy the work…”


10 principles AI Guidelines for 
Business, January 2024


AI & IP in Japan

https://www.licenseglobal.com/what-is-brand-licensing


Solution for IP licensing

Trusted by:

MonetizeTrackAutomate



1 admin panel for all IP

Select terms and publish offers

Step 3

Step 1

Buyer purchases IP in 1 click

Install and customize a panel, 
upload files 

Step 2



PRO ENTERPRISEPlans



Use case: brands & tech companies

 1 tool to manage &   
track IP and licenses

 Cutting operational 
expenses  up to 5x 

 Opening new markets & 
growing revenue



Use case: AI tools 

 Full transparency of 
copyright sources

 New revenue streams

 Better legal compliance

 Scalability



Traction

Pipeline value

200+ in music, art, fashion,  
gaming, publishing

$4.9M
$120K

Revenue after the pivot 
from B2C to B2B model 

$1.4M

Raised up to date

Live MVP 

V-Art Protocol has a pilot 
and ready to scale



Olga Simson
CSO & Co-Founder

Doctor of law, IP, AI and Blockchain law 
specialist and researcher with 20+ years of
experience in 50+ project in creative industries.

CEO & co-founder of ILTI. Researcher at CEIPI.

Oleksandr Velychko
CPO & Co-Founder

Manager with 8 years of experience in 90+ 
projects with AR and VR. Successfully built 
AI company.

Expertise in IP Law, Blockchain & AI

Oleg Glovatskyi
COO

Serial fouder and executive with 9+ years in 
SME tech companies as a change agent, leader, 
with strong organizational and prioritization 
abilities.

Petro Liubynskyi
CSA

Software Architect with more than 18 years of 
experience in software solutions design and 
development, specializing in Scaled Agile 
landscape.

Anastasiia Gliebova
CEO & Co-Founder

IP lawyer with a background in Economics.

7 years experience in creative management 
with 30+ projects, total worth over $3M.

Partner & co-owner at ILTI.
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